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Hello there,

assuming that there is not a copyright holder for your thesis, and you are not going to commercialize it, you can use the image.

best,
Paulovich

2012/10/31 Ji Wang <wji@cs.vt.edu>

Hi! Dr. Paulovich,

As part of the literature review, I want to use Figure 1 of your ProjCloud paper in my thesis.

Before I can use said figure, I would like to ask for your permission. For what it is worth, the distribution of my thesis will largely be limited to Virginia Tech.

Your ProjCloud paper's citation is:

Thanks!

Ji Wang

--

Fernando V. Paulovich
Assistant Professor
Computer Science Department
University of Sao Paulo, Sao Carlos/SP, Brazil
http://www.icmc.usp.br/~paulovic
Hi Ji,

Please feel free to use it.

Good luck with your thesis,
Weiwei

-----Original Message-----
From: Ji Wang [mailto:wji@cs.vt.edu]
Sent: Thursday, November 01, 2012 5:03 AM
To: Weiwei Cui
Cc: Ji Wang
Subject: Ask for the permission to use figure in your PV 2010 paper

Hi! Dr. Cui,

As part of the literature review, I want to use Figure 7 of your PV 2010 paper in my thesis.

Before I can use said figure, I would like to ask for your permission. For what it is worth, the distribution of my thesis will largely be limited to Virginia Tech.

Your paper's citation is:

Thanks!

Ji Wang
Yes, please go ahead to use.

Good luck with your thesis!

Sent from my Windows Phone

---

From: Ji Wang  
Sent: 11/1/2012 4:12  
To: Koji Yatani; khai@dgp.toronto.edu  
Cc: Ji Wang  
Subject: Ask for the permission to use figure in your Review Spotlight paper

Hi! Dr. Yatani and Dr. Truong,

As part of the literature review, I want to use Figure 3 of your Review Spotlight paper in my thesis.

Before I can use said figure, I would like to ask for your permission. For what it is worth, the distribution of my thesis will largely be limited to Virginia Tech.

Your Review Spotlight paper's citation is:


Thank you very much!

Ji Wang
Hi Ji,

Thanks for your email. Feel free to use the teaser figure for your thesis.

Best,
- Fernanda

On Mon, Nov 5, 2012, at 04:02 PM, Ji Wang wrote:

Dear Fernanda Viegas,

As part of the literature review, I want to use the teaser figure of your Wordle paper in my thesis.

Before I can use said figure, I would like to ask for your permission. For what it is worth, the distribution of my thesis will largely be limited to Virginia Tech.

Your Wordle paper's citation is:

Thanks!

Ji Wang